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A Message from 
Our President & 
Executive Director

Dear UBCF supporters, clients, and friends,

As we all can attest to, 2020 was a year filled with unexpected changes, yet as an organization, United Breast Cancer 

Foundation changed for the better. The world was hit with the COVID-19 pandemic, affecting us all on a level far greater than 

we could have imagined. Nevertheless, thanks to the continued support of our amazing donors, and our perseverance as an 

organization, we have adapted to overcome these numerous, and at times, overwhelming obstacles.

We began the year with enthusiasm and excitement, celebrating 20 years of service, and expecting to assist women, men and 

families through our various programs and events.  As COVID-19 gained a foothold,we swiftly altered our focus to fit the ever 

changing environment and the increasing needs of our clients. We launched the UBCF COVID-19 Emergency Assistance 

Program to support breast cancer patients in an expedited way by providing support swiftly with online gifts making sheltering 

at home safe and easy. We worked tirelessly with our Network of Giving Charity Members to distribute face masks and hand 

sanitizer across the nation to help reduce the spread of COVID-19 and we participated in GivingTuesday to raise awareness 

and funds.  Additionally, we transferred our program application process to DocuSign, allowing us to have a 100% paperless 

process, ensuring the health and safety of our clients and staff.  

With the changes that came in 2020, UBCF went remote with all of our operations which decreased our overhead costs. This 

reduction helped us focus even more support dollars on those affected by breast cancer. We also expanded our Network of 

Giving Program, distributing high quality donated items to those in need.

UBCF met 2020 head-on and, despite the challenges, we are better for it.  

UBCF continues to be here for women, men and families impacted by breast cancer - you are not alone. 

Truly, 

Stephanie Mastroianni 

President & Executive Director, United Breast Cancer Foundation 



About 
UBCF

Mission: 

United Breast Cancer Foundation’s mission is to make 
a positive impact on those affected by breast cancer. 
We strive to alleviate the stress and strain that cancer 
can cause to patients and families through fostering 
health and well-being. We provide service for all, 
regardless of age, race, gender or income.

History: 
Founded in October 2000, United Breast Cancer 
Foundation (UBCF) is a national 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
that began as a small grassroots organization serving 
low-income, under and non-insured women and men 
in New York State. Ms. Stephanie Mastroianni, our 
Executive Director since 2001, has shaped UBCF into 
the special organization that it is today due in large 
part to her personal experience with breast cancer. 
Stephanie's mother, Audrey B. Mastroianni, passed 
away from this disease at the age of 42.UBCF is 
committed to honoring Audrey's memory through our 
passionate dedication to our mission, programs and 
superior client care.
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Programs

Individual Grant
Helping support breast cancer 

patients and survivors with financial 

grants. Assistance covers medical 

expenses and procedures, cost of 

living expenses and much more.

02Breast Screening

Ensuring women and men have 

adequate access to various 

screening technologies. Early 

detection saves lives!

01 Breast Reconstruction
UBCF supports women who have 

received mastectomies by 

providing options and support for 

breast reconstruction to help 

women regain their confidence 

both physically and mentally. 

03

Child Sponsorship
The entire family is impacted by a 

breast cancer diagnosis. UBCF 

developed this program to support 

children directly impacted by 

breast cancer.

05Holistic Care
UBCF encourages our clients to 

pursue pairing holistic and 

complementary techniques with 

cutting-edge western medicine.

04 Audrey B. Mastroianni 
College Scholarship

The scholarship is designed to help 

turn higher education dreams into 

reality for students who have lost  a 

parent or guardian due to breast 

cancer.

06

07 08Community Service

Gift-in-Kind, UBCF’s Network of 

Giving, Education & Awareness 

campaigns & Organizational Grants

New Covid-19 
Emergency Assistance 
Program
UBCF developed this program to 

provide effective and expedited 

relief to women and men in active 

treatment.



A Story from Our Client
Kim Dobres is a wonderful, kind and giving person. In 2016, Kim went in for a routine 

mammogram. Despite the doctors initial help with the cost of her mastectomy, Kim 

received a call a few weeks later informing her of the thousands of dollars in future 

medical expenses she would incur for continued treatment.

To help Kim feel supported and provide a much needed boost to her outlook on life, 

UBCF awarded Kim a financial grant to receive Holistic treatments and supplements.  

In addition, UBCF provided Kim with gifts including designer shoes & clothing, 

personal care products & makeup, and household items at several UBCF Pink Bag 

Events®. “My favorite gift of all was the La-Z-Boy recliner because after my DIEP Flap 

[surgery] in February, I was able to heal better than I did when I didn’t have that chair. I 

slept in that chair for probably three weeks. If it wasn’t for the United Breast Cancer 

Foundation giving me that La-Z-boy I don’t know how I would have recovered. People 

don’t understand that it might be something small for you in your life, but it can make 

the difference between a good and bad recovery experience.” 

UBCF understands that breast cancer not only impacts the patient but their family members as well. In 

addition to supporting Kim, UBCF awarded Kim’s son, Mark, the Audrey B. Mastroianni College Scholarship. 

Her gratitude for this scholarship is evident as she said, “The most relief was your scholarship for my son. 

It’s been a very trying time. My husband lost his job, I was out with surgery, and my son is attending a 

private college. You guys filled in the gap for me.” 

UBCF truly understands that breast cancer is more than a diagnosis.

When asked what a donor's gift means to her Kim stated, “Survival. Without the love of the United Breast 

Cancer Foundation I honestly believe I wouldn’t be in the place where I am today.” 

https://cfcnca.givecfc.org/charity-story/united-breast-cancer-foundation-success-story-kim-dobres
images are from events prior to Covid
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United Breast Cancer Foundation 
is Proven to Be Trusted and 

Transparent

GUIDESTAR Combined Federal 
Campaign

#77934
Platinum Seal of 

Transparency
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Board of Directors

● Audrey Stephanie Mastroianni, President

● Nicholas Mastroianni, Treasurer

● Nicholas Mastroianni II, Secretary

● Michael Cain, Board Chair

● Chris Halter

● Kendall Merrick

● Susan Morano

images are from events prior to Covid



Responding to Covid

With the onslaught of Covid, UBCF quickly responded and adjusted 

to remote operations to ensure the safety of our team members. This 

worked in our favor as we were able to reduce our overhead costs. 

While we bounced back by the end of the year and actually grew 

our team!

We also changed our focus to Covid relief with our Covid-19 

Emergency Assistance Grants. We shifted  our service model to 

serve a higher volume of clients with faster results. This 

program is open women and men in active treatment. The 

award  includes items such as an Amazon Gift Card to provide 

clients with swift relief. 314 individuals were assisted and 

awards were valued at over $246,000.

Changes to our Environment and 
Programs

314 $246,000+



“I just got home from radiation, this is 

fantastic news! I am feeling so heartened 

by this, and just as I'm entering a new 

phase of treatment so it couldn't have 

come at a better time.”- Jennifer

In Depth Programs

Individual Grant

Our most active programs throughout 2020 have been our individual grant program, community 

service (especially through Gift-In-Kind) and our new Covid-19 Emergency Assistance Grant.

UBCF provides financial support to 

patients and survivors within 3 years 

remission for: medical procedures, 

prescription medications, COBRA 

insurance coverage, housing expenses, 

utilities, therapeutic treatments, 

transportation expenses, vehicle 

insurance, and much more

UBCF offers emergency assistance to 

male and female breast cancer patients. 

This award includes a variety of online 

gifts including an Amazon Gift Card, free 

access to Daily Burn, free lifetime access 

to Elly,  as well as ebooks and streaming 

movies. 

UBCF supports the community by 

increasing awareness of breast cancer, as 

well as health and wellness through 

educational campaigns. We distribute high 

quality gift-in-kind donations to people 

impacted by breast cancer and we partner 

with other charitable organizations to 

further extend UBCF’’s mission and reach.

Covid-19 Emergency 
AssistanceCommunity Service

“Thank you so much – what a generous 

gift! I will definitely enjoy using the 

Amazon gift card while undergoing chemo 

and being in quarantine.”- Anna

“It has been a blessing to enjoy a new soft 

comfortable mattress. During my illness I 

have spent many days, and weeks in bed 

with this new mattress it has afforded me 

an opportunity to be revived.”- Donna



“Thank you, so much I really do appreciate 

very thing that you and UBCF has done for 

my family and I. You all have truly made a 

major impact on my family this holiday 

season during our struggles.”- Paulette

In Depth Programs

Child SponsorshipHolistic Care

UBCF continued to support those impacted by breast cancer from a holistic and family 

orientated view to meet the needs of our clients in every way.

“Thank you so much for helping me! The 

grant will help cover a whole month of 

treatment! I needed this good news. 

Especially, today! Thank you!”- Rebecca

We believe it is critical that a patient be 

treated as a whole person, therefore, we 

approach cancer prevention, treatment, 

and recovery from a whole-body 

perspective. UBCF supports our clients 

with pairing holistic and complementary 

techniques with cutting-edge western 

medicine.

We know that cancer doesn’t simply 

affect the breast cancer patient, but the 

entire family.  UBCF  provides financial 

assistance to help with the cost of food, 

medical treatments, recreational 

activities, school clothing & supplies, and 

special holiday gifts.



Covid Adapted Programs
With our shift to a focus on Covid relief and swift assistance, we put a few programs on pause. 

Breast Screening Breast Reconstruction
Audrey B. Mastroianni 

College Scholarship

UBCF provides  women and men with 

financial support to receive breast 

screening services nationwide. We cover  

1 screening per 12 month per applicant. 

UBCF covers variety of screening 

technologies including mammography, 

thermography, ultrasound and MRI.

UBCF has created a scholarship for 

college-bound students of single parent 

homes. The Audrey B. Mastroianni 

College Scholarship was established in 

honor of Audrey B. Mastroianni, a firm 

believer in education and continued 

personal enrichment.

We understand  that a woman faces many 

physical and emotional challenges after a 

mastectomy. For many women who’ve 

undergone a mastectomy, their inclination 

is to have reconstructive surgery in an 

effort to regain a sense of well-being, to 

move forward with their lives.



Network of 
Giving

UBCF’s Network of Giving is part of our Community Service

Program which enables us to partner with other outstanding

organizations to distribute goods to those in need. Through

this program we help not only breast cancer organizations

but also other nonprofits, churches, and schools that are

doing excellent work in their communities - locally and

across the United States.

United Breast Cancer Foundation’s



Network of Giving

Who we partner with?
UBCF’s Network of Giving aims to 
provide people in need with gifts 
such as personal care products, 

shoes, clothing, housewares, 
children's items, and even 

mattresses  UBCF has partnered 
with retailers across the country 
to receive high-quality donated 
products, and we want to share 

this abundance with you!

We work with not only 
breast cancer 

organizations but also 
any church nonprofit or 
school that serves any 

population

What it is?
We work with many 
nonprofits across 

country who don’t have 
staff or capacity to have 
large donations. UBCF 

is an in between 
partner who can divide 

up donations to 
provide an accessible 

amount.

Why Join?

images are from events prior to Covid



Some of Our 
Network of 

Giving 
Partnerships

Following our successful partnership in 2019 

to distribute mattresses, UBCF and Twisted 

Pink have continued to work together to 

distribute many high quality donated goods. 

In FY 2020, UBCF donated $2.7 million in 

products to Twisted Pink!

Twisted Pink

In working with Brentwood Bayshore Breast 

Cancer Coalition, we have provided breast 

cancer patient and survivors with amazing 

donations valued  over 1 million dollars. 

These donations  have aided breast cancer 

patients and survivors in Long Island, NY

Brentwood Bayshore 
Breast Cancer 

Coalition

images are from events prior to Covid



2020 Programming

Mattress 
Donations

Prior to COVID shut-downs, 

UBCF distributed 290 Tempur-

Pedic mattresses to patients 

and survivors.

Special Message 
from Santa

Billboard in New York 
City’s Times Square
UBCF sent out a special PSA, 
“Spread the Love and Drive 
Out Breast Cancer” with a Call 
to Action requesting vehicle 
donations.

NASCAR 
Partnership
UBCF partnered with Rick Ware 
Racing and seasoned NASCAR 
driver J.J. Yeley as the primary 
sponsor of car #27 in The 
Hollywood Casino 400.

UBCF launched a special 

message from santa to give 

thanks to clients & supporters 

during the holiday season.



Ways to Give
Online Giving
Shop under UBCF’s 

Amazon Smile and 

eBay while shopping

UBCF.org

Donations through 

secure website; 

www.ubcf.org

Investments

IRA Rollover & 

Donor Advised Funds

Vehicle and 
property 

donations

call 1-888-433-6208

to set-up

an appointment.

Gift In Kind
UBCF accepts donated 

products and

services to share with 

our clients &

the community.

Want to Volunteer?

Send us an email and let us know: 

Info@ubcf.org

UBCF’s CFC number is 

77934 
Pledges can be made by 

military, postal, and federal 

employees

CFC donations Household 
Donations Pickup

Donate items such as 

clothes and bedding

and UBCF will 

schedule a pickup!



2020 
Distribution 
Highlights
Throughout 2020 we worked to fight Covid by 

distributing relief supplies to those in need.

FaceMask 
Distribution

UBCF partnered with Gap

and Good360 to distribute 

406,000 face masks 

nationally at a value of 

more than $550,000

Hand Sanitizer 
Distribution

We worked with our 

Charity Members 

through UBCF’s Network 

of Giving to distribute

$382,304 dollars worth of 

hand sanitizer to 

thousands of people.

UBCF partnered with Twisted Pink in Kentucky 

to donate more than 200  Tempur-Pedic®
mattresses to breast cancer patients and 

survivors in need of a good night's sleep.

Mattress
Distribution



UBCF, Guidestar Platinum Rated
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Program Expenses
Financial Summary

Total Revenue = $15,288,108

Total Expenses = $17,840,218

Net Assets = $5,563,452



Questions? 
Contact Us!

United Breast Cancer Foundation

P.O. Box 2421 

Huntington, NY 11743

Info@UBCF.org

1-877-822-4287

Thank You

images are from events prior to Covid


